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LCDM cosmology rests on the LCDM cosmology rests on the 
existence of dark matterexistence of dark matter

 Whit no dark matter (and dark energy) 
the whole cosmology has to change

 The strongest challenge to dark matter 
comes from MOND: Modified 
Newtonian Dynamics testable with 
binary stars.



     

Justification for Modifying
 Newtonian Dynamics

  Increasing fine tuning required to explain observations with 
non-baryonic dark matter.

 Non-baryonic dark matter appears when and only when 
acceleration of gravity below a certain value, baptized a0.

 a0 orders of magnitudes smaller then the smallest acc. 
probed in the solar system.

Change Newtonian dynamics below a0 
and get rid of dark matter!



  

Proposed by M. Milgrom in 1983Proposed by M. Milgrom in 1983
AA new constant of physics  new constant of physics introduced: aintroduced: a

00
~10~10-8-8 cm s cm s-2-2

Functional form derived from
rotation curves, where we know 
v is constant at large radii  a 
1/r.

Square root of Newtonian 
acceleration  1/r. 

Multiplying by an acceleration give 
right dimensions.

An interpolation function derived 
empirically joins the two regimes

a≫a0 → a=
GM
r ²

a≪a0 → a=
√GMa0

r

f (a/ a0)=√1+(a0/ a)
2 a N=a f (a /a0)



High Surface Brightness galaxies have in general flat 
rotation curves: acceleration proportional to 1/r. 

Comparing MOND to real dataComparing MOND to real dataComparing MOND to real dataComparing MOND to real data
NGC 6503 –  Begeman, Broeils, and Sanders 1991
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v=√ GM
r

v=√GMa0



  

Fits to v(r) for LSB & HSB GalaxiesFits to v(r) for LSB & HSB Galaxies

Sanders & McGaugh 02
a0=1.2 x10-8 cm s-2 



  

Does MOND fit any rotation curve?

MOND DARK MATTER

This is a fake galaxy!
Photometry from one object and velocity from another!

In this case, a failure is good!

MOND fails to fit this one.



  

Tully-Fisher 
Relation L v4

 v 

A relation between 
asymptotic velocity and 
luminosity of galaxies

M=τ L=
rv 2

G

According to Newtonian dynamics

Introducing Average 
surface brightness μ=

L

π r 2

L=
1

2πG 2

V 4

τ
2
μ

We get:



  

Tully-Fisher relation and MONDTully-Fisher relation and MOND

 MOND requires   M/L= constant

 T-F is universal, i.e. the same for LSB and HSB galaxies 

 The T-F is absolute, with normalization =  Ga0

v2

r
=

√GMa0

r
→ v4 =Ga 0

M
L

L



  

Tully-Fisher universal as 
predicted by MOND

Sanders & Verheijen 1998

LSB

HSB

Data for low surface 
brightness galaxies 
became available 
some 10 years after 
Milgrom made its 
prediction.



  

Baryonic Tully-Fisher McGaugh et al. 2000
 ApJL, 533, 99

Left panel: 
“Luminous mass” vs. 
rotational  Velocity. 
Galaxies with v<90 km/s 
fall below the relation.

Right panel: 
Including gas the relation 
is restored.

Solid line NOT a fit to the 
data.  Both 
normalization=Ga

0
 and 

slope=4 set to MOND 
prediction.

The T-F  is a relation between MASS and Velocity, 
as indeed predicted/prescribed by MOND



2.110-8 cm s-2

MOND and Globular clusters:
velocity dispersion constant at large radii.

Our UVES data (black 
diamonds) for 75 stars

Radial velocities from 
Meylan et al. 1995 and 
Meylan & Mayor 1986 
(crosses)

Proper motion data from 
van Leeuwen et al. 2000

Scarpa, Marconi, & Gilmozzi 2003; Improved in Scarpa & Falomo 2010



MOND 
or 

Tidal Heating?

Globular clusters mimic galaxies



All studied globular appear
to agree with MOND predictions

Scarpa et al. 2011 A&A 525, 148

Cluster's profile 
normalized according 
to asymptotic 
dispersion velocity and 
MOND radius.

The deviation from 
Keplerian decline are 
becoming evident



Hernandez et al. 2015 MNRAS submitted (astro-ph 1506.04099)

Globular clusters, galaxies 
and cluster of galaxies

All pressure supported 
structures follow the same 
velocity dispersion profile 
over a scale from pc to Mpc 
in size, 3 orders of mag. in 
velocity, and 10 orders of 
mag. in mass.

Globular (red): NGC6171
4.1 km/s, 3.8 pc

Galaxy (green): NGC5557
282 km/s, 4.6 kpc

Cluster (blue): A0168
687 km/s, 0.43 Mpc

σ (R)=σ0 e−(R /R σ)
2

+σ0



Carina

Wilkinson et al. 2006

LSB spheroidal galaxies have flat LSB spheroidal galaxies have flat 
velocity dispersion profilesvelocity dispersion profiles



Low surface brightness Globular clusters

NGC288
Internal acceleration below
a

0
 everywhere. Equivalent 

to LSB galaxies

Scarpa et al. 2007



Flat velocity dispersion profile!

NGC 288 like LSB galaxies

Carina



     

Ultra Compact Dwarf Ultra Compact Dwarf 
GalaxiesGalaxies

Dwarf galaxies dark matter 
dominated with M/L~100, thus 
plenty of dark matter expected.

Drinkwater 
et al. 2000

DARK MATTER                    vs.                       MOND

UCD luminosity and size imply 
internal acceleration > a0 
everywhere, hence no dark 
matter should be found. 



     

No Dark Matter in UCDsNo Dark Matter in UCDs

Accepted explanation: dark 
matter  was there but lost 
together with the halo. 
Possible but NOT predicted 
and ad hoc

MOND explanation: simple, 
elegant, fully logic and 
exactly  as predicted!

2<M/L<4
(Drinkwater et al. 2003)

(Scarpa astro-ph 0504051)



DM shows suspicious regularities!

Kormendy & Freeman (2004) found central DM density 
0
 times DM halo scale 

length r0 constant over a wide range of galaxy luminosity.

Equivalent to DM surface density  Σ=M(r0)/πr0
2 within r0 being constant = 72 Mʘ/pc2

Most important, this imply the DM acceleration GM(r0)/r0
2 at r0  is 

constant =  3.2x10-9 cm/s2  

Donato et al. 2009, MNRAS 397, 1169 



Gentile et al. 2009, Nature 461, 627

While baryonic central density varies wildly, the acceleration of 
baryonic matter at DM halo scale length r0 is also found to be 
constant ~0.57x10-9 cm/s2 .

Baryons control DM

Central Baryons 
surface density

Donato et al. 2009 MNRAS 397, 1169

Baryons apparently control DM density and distribution 
because at a given acceleration Newton's law is always off 

by the same amount



Acceleration at DM halo scale length

It has been shown that:

g
tot

= g
DM

+ g
bar

 = (3.2+0.6)x10-9  = 3.8x10-9 cm/s2 

With a 1sigma confidence region 2x10-9< g
tot

< 6x10-9.

According MOND we have: 

g
tot

 = g
MOND

 =   (a
0
 g

bar
 )1/2= 2.7x10-9 cm/s2 

Fully consistent with 
observed value!



  

Double stars enter MOND regime for separations 
larger than:

r=(GM/a
0
)1/2~0.03(M/M

⊙
)1/2 pc ~ 7000 AU

If MOND is correct beyond this separation 
Newtonian dynamics should fail
 
Clean test: hopefully no one will ever argue 
stars are surrounded by dark matter halo! 

Testing MOND with Testing MOND with 
binary starsbinary stars



  

 

❑ For M= 1M
⊙
, r=7000AU, the MOND asymptotic orbital 

velocity is (a
0
GM)1/4 ~ 0.35 km/s

❑ Trace orbit and see if it is Keplerian. Orbital period 
>580000 years. At best only a tiny fraction of the 
orbit can be traced  unfeasible 

❑ Measure acceleration. For a=10-8 cm/s²  V over one 
year is 0.3 cm/s !! For any reasonable temporal baseline 
V will be found sensibly constant  unfeasible

❑ However.....

Large orbits imply huge periods:



  

“Double star rotation curve”

• As for galaxies, use orbital velocity.

• For a given pair there is no guarantee the system 
is bound   statistical approach needed

• Take as many pairs as possible probing a wide 
range of separations, also covering the Newton – 
MOND transition region. 

• Measure orbital velocity and build the “double 
star rotation curve”.



  

Orbital velocity

Circular orbit and stars with same mass

V

V

r

M
1
=M

2
=M

V 2

r
=

GM
(2 r )2 →V =

1
2 √ GM

r

Observed velocity difference:
V = 2V = (GM/r)1/2 

Ellipticity and inclination reduce V: NO velocity 
above this value should be observed (unless the 

system is unbound)



  

Measure proper motion

For V=0.35 km/s and star @ 100pc, the displacement 
over 1 year is 0.73 milli-arcsec  Feasible

Thus: measure accurate position in two epochs and 
evaluate the displacement

GAIA will provide a large sample of wide binaries 
with accurate proper motion.



  

Hipparcos data

Shaya & Olling  (2011, 
ApJS,192, 2) built a 
catalogue of wide binaries.

About 250 binaries, some 
with separation as large as 
1pc.

Radial velocity missing. 
Astrometry not good enough 
to reach 100 m/s accuracy.



  

Measure radial velocity

Radial component measured spectroscopically with 
accuracy of ~100 m/s  Easy! 

Spectra of both stars in the pair needed to compute 
V. Due to wide separation only one star at the 
time will be observable  double observing time.

Avoid multiple stars. A posteriori a number of 
spectroscopic binaries will be found  eliminate



  

Pilot project waiting for GAIA
125 pairs selected.  90 pairs (180 spectra) observed at the NOT 2.5m 
telescope with FIES Echelle spectrograph. R~60000, Radial velocity accuracy 
~100 m/s. Poor weather conditions severely affected the project.

Pair selected requiring:
 
• Star not multiple

• probability of being physically bound 
greater than 99%

• mass between 0.4 and 1.5 M
⊙

• pair separation smaller than 1.5 pc

• declination > −30 for good visibility
 from Roque de los Muchachos.

High number of spectroscopic binaries identified and several pairs with large 
(>10 km/s) velocity difference found: unbound. Only 17 bona fide double stars 
remaining. NO conclusion can be reached.    

Unbound?!



  

Once GAIA data available

Astrometry accuracy for m<15 is 24 microarcsec

Parallax so precise it will be possible to deproject 
apparent separation of 2 components 

GAIA spectrograph radial velocity accuracy ~1 km/s. 
Good for better selections of physical pairs but not 
enough for this test.

High resolution, ground base spectroscopy still 
necessary to compute full 3d velocity vector



     

Conclusions for MONDConclusions for MOND

At present, I would compare MOND to Borh’s 
atom, which was based on un-justified 

assumptions and worked only for Hydrogen. That 
model eventually became the basis for quantum 

mechanics.

Similarly, MOND might be the way to the 
next great step in physics.

If confirmed, a global revision of cosmology 
will be necessary
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